This issue will introduce the voice of the "Rebel Underground".

The "Rebel Underground" is composed of students who resent the Negro, James Meredith, being forced into our University by Federal might.

This attack upon our state involves much more than the simple admission of one Negro to Ole Miss. Meredith's registration is only the beginning of organized aggression to bring about Negro political domination and racial amalgamation throughout the South.

"To be subjected to tyranny is one thing but to submit to it is quite another." We will never accept integration at this or any other institution. We propose to resist by every effective means from now on. We serve notice to the forces of integration that "We have only begun to fight."

We do not believe that the people of this nation will continue to support "Brotherhood by Bayonet."

Since armed troops occupy our campus and since there are carpetbaggers and scalawags on the faculty our resistance is necessarily underground.

We appeal to fellow students not only at Ole Miss but throughout the South to join this movement against integration and the destruction of our Bill of Rights.

You will have an opportunity to help.

Beware of marshals posing as students!

Watch for the next issue of "REBEL UNDERGROUND".

READ AND PASS ON

We do not believe that the people of this nation will continue to support "Brotherhood by Bayonet."

Since armed troops occupy our campus and since there are carpetbaggers and scalawags on the faculty our resistance is necessarily underground.

We are at your service.